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Center for Holocaust & Genocide Studies News

From the Director

Six years have passed since I joined the University
of Minnesota and in a few weeks I will be starting
my first sabbatical research leave.
In keeping with its founding goals, the Center has
kept busy over these last six years. We have
welcomed new graduate students, hosted
captivating scholars, developed new outreach
initiatives, and built a robust intellectual agenda
around the vital theme of responses to,
remembrance and prevention of genocide and
other atrocity crimes. Through lectures,
symposiums, courses, exhibits, and teacher
workshops we have been privileged to learn,
teach, disseminate research findings and expand
the community of engaged students, researchers
and genocide educators. We have built new
partnerships – at the U of M, nationally, and
internationally – and nurtured fruitful relationships
with community organizations, schools, and
cultural institutions in the Twin Cities.

Continue ReadingContinue Reading

Support  t he Cent erSupport  t he Cent er
Your generous support is key to
maintaining the work of the
Center. Gifts help fund public
events, student research,
community outreach programs,
academic conferences and
exhibits.
Give todayGive today

From t he BlogFrom t he Blog
From ‘Erotic Fantasies’ to
Colonial Genocide: The
Evolution of German Imperial
Policy in Southwest Africa after
1884

Depictions of colonized African
peoples from Southwest Africa
(DSWA, present-day Namibia),
Germany’s first overseas colony,
were prevalent....
Continue ReadingContinue Reading

CHGS Sheds Light on Shifting Dakota Conflict Narratives
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Over the last two years, a team from CHGS have been
pouring over 150 years of newspaper accounts related to
the 1862 US-Dakota Conflict in an effort to better
understand not only how the story of the six week conflict
has evolved over a century and a half, but what role
proximity to the events plays in that narrative. After months
of coding and analysis, the team (CHGS Director Alejandro
Baer, sociology graduate student Brieanna Watters, and
CHGS staff member Joe Eggers), is now using their data to show how and what
different generations of Minnesotans remembered of this history.
Continue ReadingContinue Reading

Badzin Fellow Named

Brooke Chambers has been named the 2018-2019 Badzin Fellow in Holocaust and
Genocide Studies. Congratulations, Brooke!

You can learn more about Brooke's work from her Student Spotlight feature on the
CHGS BlogCHGS Blog.

The HGMV Community Continues to Grow

The Holocaust, Genocide and Mass Violence
(HGMV) Interdisciplinary Graduate Group
continues to be a thriving community of
graduate students, faculty and visiting
scholars. This year, we decided to split the
time between two speakers, to more
accurately reflect presentation lengths in
conferences, and to still be able to provide
thoughtful feedback. We had a total of 20
presenters - the largest number to date!

Continue ReadingContinue Reading

Teaching the Armenian Genocide and Its Denial

This spring, CHGS offered a class titled The Armenian
Genocide in the Age of Alternative Facts, a course
designed to discuss the historical origins, the social
context, and the consequences of the Armenian
Genocide in a modern key. As such it consisted of three
parts: the Genocide itself, it effects on the Armenian
and Turkish communities, and the persistent denialist
discourse, i.e. the alternative facts angle. In all, the class had about a dozen
students, each bringing different backgrounds and knowledge of the Genocide to
the class discussions.
Continue ReadingContinue Reading

Announcements
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Gender and Genocide: Uncovering AbsentGender and Genocide: Uncovering Absent
Narratives in  Mass Violence and HumanNarratives in  Mass Violence and Human
Rights Education Educator W orkshopRights Education Educator W orkshop
June 25-29,2018

Though pervasive, there is little discussion of sexual
violence as a part of genocide and mass violence.
From the Holocaust to today, sexual violence is an
all too common occurrence.

With this in mind, we invite educators to join us for our 2018
summer educator workshop, Gender and Genocide: Uncovering Absent Narrative in
Mass Violence and Human Rights Education, to share knowledge and tools to
approach these topics in the classroom.

In this workshop, presented by the Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies and
the Human Rights Program, experts will discuss episodes of sexual violence and
provide access to resources and approaches for teaching in the classroom.

Learn more about the program and register hereregister here.

Registration closes on Monday!

Student Opportunities

Fall  2018 CoursesFall  2018 Courses

The University of Minnesota offers a number of courses related to genocide and mass
violence at the graduate and undergraduate level this coming fall semester, taketake
a look here.a look here.

See a complete l ist  of student opportunit iesSee a complete l ist  of student opportunit ies

The Genocide Education OutreachThe Genocide Education Outreach
ProjectProject
The Center's GEO program, Genocide
Education Outreach, is taking CHGS'
knowledge and expertise to classrooms
across the state.

CHGS Annual ReportCHGS Annual Report
The 2016-2017 CHGS Annual Report
features 20th anniversary programming
and a review of the year's public
lectures, partnerships, research, and
opportunities for graduate students and
educators. The 2017-2018 Annual Report
will be coming soon!
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